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Abstract
Purpose To determine the accuracy of a Bayesian learning scheme (Bayes’) applied to the prediction of clinical decisions
made by specialist optometrists in relation to the referral refinement of chronic open angle glaucoma.
Methods This cross-sectional observational study involved collection of data from the worst affected or right eyes of a
consecutive sample of cases (n= 1,006) referred into the West Kent Clinical Commissioning Group Community Oph-
thalmology Team (COT) by high street optometrists. Multilevel classification of each case was based on race, sex, age,
family history of chronic open angle glaucoma, reason for referral, Goldmann Applanation Tonometry (intraocular pressure
and interocular asymmetry), optic nerve head assessment (vertical size, cup disc ratio and interocular asymmetry), central
corneal thickness and visual field analysis (Hodapp–Parrish–Anderson classification). Randomised stratified tenfold cross-
validation was applied to determine the accuracy of Bayes’ by comparing its output to the clinical decisions of three COT
specialist optometrists; namely, the decision to discharge, follow-up or refer each case.
Results Outcomes of cross-validation, expressed as means and standard deviations, showed that the accuracy of Bayes’ was
high (95%, 2.0%) but that it falsely discharged (3.4%, 1.6%) or referred (3.1%, 1.5%) some cases.
Conclusions The results indicate that Bayes’ has the potential to augment the decisions of specialist optometrists.

Introduction

Optometric enhanced eye care services have been designed
to overcome the burden on the Hospital Eye Service (HES)
caused by glaucoma referrals that result in high first visit
discharge rates [1]. The West Kent Clinical Commissioning
Group Community Ophthalmology Team (COT) has pro-
vided such a service since 2006. This is led by a consultant
ophthalmologist (EA) who provided hospital-based training

prior to accreditation (Optometrist with Special Interest in
Ophthalmology), regular re-accreditation and direct access
to advice for the specialist optometrists involved in this
study. More about accreditation of optometrists can be
found elsewhere [2]. The COT provides a glaucoma referral
refinement service in the United Kingdom, as defined in the
current Commissioning Guide, [3] as all patients undergo
gonioscopy to exclude other forms of glaucoma. This ser-
vice is provided for the West Kent, Medway, Dartford and
Swanley areas.

Bayes’ theorem predicts that high first visit discharge
rates will occur for relatively rare diseases like chronic
open angle glaucoma (COAG) even when the sensitivity
and specificity of screening tests are high [4]. Application
of Bayes’ involves estimating the probability of an out-
come by multiplying an initial estimate, based on pre-
valence of that outcome, by likelihood ratios derived from
the sensitivity and specificity of each diagnostic test car-
ried out [5, 6].

The objective of the present study was to determine how
accurately Bayes’ could predict clinical decisions made the
specialist optometrists in the COT.
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Subjects and methods

This study was approved by the Life and Health Sciences
Research Ethics Committee at Aston University. It was
treated as a clinical audit so that fully anonymised data
collection was permitted without patient consent.

A consecutive sample of all referrals for suspected
COAG seen by three COT optometrists (JCG, DH and
NOK) over a period of 1 year (October 2014 to 2015) was
included in this study. This amounted to 1,006 new cases
referred into the COT from high street optometrists and data
were only taken from the worst affected or right eyes.

A summary is provided of the clinical methods (Table 1)
and multilevel groups (Table 2) used in this study. The use
of multilevel groups has been advocated by others [5, 6].
The clinical methods used were part of a standard operating
procedure (SOP) adopted by the COT that was informed by
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) guideline CG85 [7].

Intraocular pressure was measured using a Haag-Streit
AT-900 Model T Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT
IOP) and multilevel groups followed NICE guidelines. [7]
Groups for interocular differences in pressure (GAT IOP
diff) were based on a previous study [8].

Dilated stereoscopic slit lamp biomicroscopy (Haag-
Streit BQ900 or Topcon PS30) with a Volk lens (66D or
Digital 1×) was used for optic nerve head assessment
(ONHA). Previous studies informed multilevel groups for
vertical optic disc size (VDS), [9] vertical cup-to-disc ratio
(VCDR) [10, 11] and interocular differences in VCDR
(VCDR diff) [12].

Central corneal thickness (CCT) was measured using
handheld ultrasound pachymetry (Accutome Pachpen,

Pachmate or Pachmate 2) and multilevel groups were,
again, based on NICE guidelines. [7]

The SITA fast (Swedish interactive thresholding algo-
rithm) 24-2 testing strategy is recommended by NICE
guidelines for visual field assessment (VFA) [7]. The Zeiss
Humphrey Visual Field Analyser (model 720 or 720i) was
used and multilevel groups followed the
Hodapp–Anderson–Parrish (HAP) grading system [13].

Management decisions of COT optometrists were (a)
discharge, (b) follow-up in the COT for suspected COAG or
(c) referral to the HES for COAG diagnosis.

Table 3 shows the equations used for Bayes’ [5]. Deci-
sion matrices were constructed for the 41 multilevel groups
shown in Table 2 and the three COT management decisions
(discharge, follow-up or refer); (41× 3= ) 123 decision
matrices in total. Each decision matrix contained fre-
quencies of true and false positives and negatives. This gave
rise to 41 sets of likelihood ratios for positive (TEST+) and
negative (TEST−) test outcomes. Calculation of the prob-
ability of any of the three COT management decisions then
involved determining the product of all 41 positive or
negative likelihood ratios, depending on each test outcome.
The final step was to select the COT management decision
with the highest probability.

A well-known problem with decision matrices is the
occurrence of zero frequency counts which give rise to like-
lihood ratios of zero [14]. It follows that the product of a
number of likelihood ratios, including one of zero value,
would also be zero. This would absolutely rule out a COT
management decision when, in reality, no statistical model is
perfect enough to do this. The solution is usually to make a
Laplacian correction by adding 1 to the counts in each cell of a
diagnostic matrix [14], but this also leads to small artificial
alterations to calculated likelihood ratios. A Laplacian cor-
rection of 0.001 was used in the present study to ensure that
such alterations were minimised.

Decisions made by Bayes’ were compared to those of the
specialist optometrists. The simplest way to evaluate Bayes’
could have been to calculate likelihood ratios based on all
1,006 cases (the training phase) and then to test how well
these predicted optometrists’ decisions on the same 1,006
cases (the testing phase). The problem with this approach
was that training and testing would then have been carried
out on the same cases, leading to a very optimistic assess-
ment of accuracy.

Randomised stratified tenfold cross-validation was used
instead [14]. Here, the dataset of 1,006 cases was divided
into tenfolds of about 100 cases each. The cases in each fold
were selected randomly and stratification ensured that each
COT decision was equally represented. Each fold, in turn,
was used in the testing phase with all other folds used in the
training phase. Treating the data in this way delivered the
most realistic estimate of accuracy [14].

Table 1 Clinical methods that formed part of the COT SOP

Tests/method (COT SOP)

Tonometry (GAT):

IOP

ONHA (pupil dilation, slit lamp biomicroscopy, Volk lens):

VDS

VCDR

VCDR diff

CCT (ultrasound pachymetry)

VFA (SITA fast 20-4, HPA)

Gonioscopic examination of the anterior chamber (to exclude other
causes of glaucoma)

CCT central corneal thickness, COT Community Ophthalmology Team,
GAT Goldmann applanation tonometry, HPA Hodapp–Anderson–Parrish
grade, IOP intraocular pressure, IOP diff interocular difference in IOP,
ONHA optic nerve head analysis, SOP standard operating procedure,
VCDR vertical cup-to-disc ratio, VCDR diff interocular difference in
VCDR,VDS vertical disc size, VFA visual field analysis
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Results were initially expressed in the form of ten
separate confusion matrices [14], one for each cross-
validation run. These matrices simplified side-by-side
comparisons of the Bayes’ and specialist optometrists’
decisions to discharge, follow-up or refer. Accuracy was
expressed as the percentage of cases for which Bayes’
matched decisions made by specialist optometrists. A
weighted accuracy was calculated for each confusion
matrix, being a single quantity that simultaneously expres-
sed the accuracy for all three COT decisions [14]. Confu-
sion matrices also simplified calculation of percentage false
discharge and false referral rates that would have arisen,
theoretically, had Bayes’ decisions replaced those of the
specialist optometrists. Averages and standard deviations
were calculated from the ten confusion matrices for

weighted accuracy, false discharge and false referral rates.
These average values are shown, for brevity, in a single
confusion matrix (Table 4).

Results

Table 4 summarises the findings of this study. Summing the
percentages shown in rows gives the total percentage of
each management decision made by the specialist optome-
trists. Summing the percentages shown in columns gives the
same for Bayes’.

The average weighted accuracy of Bayes’ was 95.4%
(standard deviation 1.6%). Note that this does not equal the
sum of the percentages shown in bold in Table 4, which,
instead, show that the management decisions of Bayes’

Table 2 Multilevel groups
adopted and their frequency of
occurrence in 1,006 cases

Tests Groups (frequency)—likelihood ratios calculated for each [5]

Age (years) <40 (60), 40–49 (135), 50–59 (242), 60–69 (275), 70–79 (218), 80+ (78)

Sex Female (524), male (482)

Race Caucasian (965), Asian (17), Afro-Caribbean (12), Hispanic (9), African (3)

FGH Mother (143), father (110), sibling (62)

GAT IOP (mmHg) <21 (773), 21–25 (181), >25–32 (43), >32 (9)

GAT IOP diff (mmHg) <3 (926), 3–6 (53), >6 (27)

ONHA VDS (mm) <1.4 (87), 1.4–1.7 (439), 1.8+ (480)

ONHA VCDR (%) <50 (496), 50–70 (449), >70 (71)

ONHA VCDR diff (%) <20 (865), 20–30 (121), >30 (20)

CCT (μm) <555 (443), 555–590 (374), >590 (189)

VFA HPA Mild (91), moderate (44), severe (29)

CCT central corneal thickness, FGH family glaucoma history, GAT Goldmann applanation tonometry, HPA
Hodapp–Anderson–Parrish grade, IOP intraocular pressure, IOP diff interocular difference in IOP, ONHA
optic nerve head analysis, SOP standard operating procedure, VCDR vertical cup-to-disc ratio, VCDR diff
interocular difference in VCDR, VDS vertical disc size, VFA visual field analysis

Table 3 Equations for Bayes’ based on decision matrices containing
the frequency of TP, FP, TN and FN for every multilevel group
(shown in Table 2) and COT management decision

DECISION+ DECISION−

TEST + TP FP

TEST− FN TN

Prevalence= (TP+ FN)/(TP+ FN+ TN+ FN)

Pre-test odds= prevalence/(1 – prevalence)

Sensitivity= TP/(TP+ FN)

Specificity= TN/(TN+ FP)

Likelihood ratio (for TEST+ )= sensitivity/(1 – specificity)

Likelihood ratio (for TEST−)= (1 – sensitivity)/specificity

Post-test odds= pre-test odds x product of likelihood ratios for all tests

Post-test probability= post-test odds/(1+ post-test odds)

COT Community Ophthalmology Team, FP false positives, FN false
negatives, TN true negatives, TP true positives

Table 4 Confusion matrix comparing Bayes’ management decisions to
those of the specialist optometrists

Bayes’

Discharge FUP Refer

Specialist optometrists Discharge 78.3 (0.8) 0.2 (0.4) 0.8 (0.4)

FUP 3.0 (1.6) 1.7 (1.3) 2.3 (1.5)

Refer 0.4 (0.5) 1.1 (0.9) 12.2 (1.2)

Percentages shown were averaged from ten cross-validation runs.
Standard deviations are shown in brackets. The bold figures shown
diagonally are those in which agreement occurred. Use of Bayes’
would have led to some false discharges and false referrals (italics
figures). Management decisions included discharge, follow-up in COT
for suspected COAG (FUP) or referral to the HES to confirm COAG
(Refer)

COAG chronic open angle glaucoma, COT Community Ophthalmol-
ogy Team, FUP follow-up in COT for suspected COAG, HES
Hospital Eye Service
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matched the specialist optometrists 92.2% of the time.
Replacing the decisions of specialist optometrists with
Bayes’ would have resulted in an average false discharge
rate (Table 4) of 3.4% (standard deviation 1.6%) and an
average false referral rate (Table 4) of 3.1% (standard
deviation 1.5%).

Discussion

As far as we are aware, this is the first study to have
reported the accuracy of a Bayesian learning scheme
applied to the prediction of clinical decisions made by
specialist optometrists relating to referral refinement of
COAG.

Although the accuracy of Bayes’ was high, it still gave
rise to some false discharges and referrals. False discharges
risk avoidable vision loss while false referrals risk avoidable
NHS burden. We explored different methods of making
Bayes’ cost sensitive. As Bayes’ works by choosing the
management decision that has the highest probability, the
simplest method of adding cost sensitivity [14] was to
weight one or more of the management decision probability
values in order to move false discharges and referrals to
follow-up. Various weightings were trialled and all suc-
cessfully removed false discharges and referrals but at the
cost of a dramatic increase in follow-ups.

There were two limitations to this study. The first of
these was that its conclusions have been based on applica-
tion of the simplest form of Bayes’ theorem. Although this
sort of learning scheme may perform just as well as more
sophisticated machine learning methods [14], no attempt
was been made in this study to confirm this. The second
limitation relates to the use of multilevel groups based on
NICE guidelines and previous literature. No attempt was
made to discover whether better groupings may have
improved the accuracy of Bayes’.

The assumption was that the COT always made the
correct diagnosis. In the longer term, it would be useful to
see how COT decision compare to the Bayes’ model that
has arisen from this study.

To conclude, the findings of this study indicate that this
simple form of Bayes’ has the potential to augment rather
than replace the decisions of specialist optometrists. This
facility may be useful when borderline cases are encoun-
tered. Further research on more sophisticated learning
schemes or improved multilevel groupings may lead to
increased accuracy in the future.

Summary

What was known before

● Specialist optometrists working in ophthalmologist-led
Glaucoma Referral Refinement centres already play a
useful role in reducing unnecessary referrals to the
Hospital Eye Service.

● Bayes’ theorem predicts that high numbers of unneces-
sary referrals inevitably arise for rare conditions such as
glaucoma.

What this study adds

● Artificial intelligence based on the simplest form of
Bayes’ theorem can match referral decisions of specialist
optometrists with remarkable accuracy.

● However, further research is needed before this form of
artificial intelligence is accurate enough to replace
specialist optometrists without adding to the risk of
false discharges and referrals.
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